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We study the G-representations H*(X;F) arising from G-actions on algebraic varieties X and 
G-sheaves S in terms of the geometry of the action. 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a topological space with a finite group G acting on it. For suitable coeffi- 
cient systems and cohomology theories, H*(X;.?J) becomes a G-representation. 
Study of such representations and their relationship to the symmetries of X has been 
the subject of extensive study. In our previous papers [l-3], we have studied such 
representations from the view points of group cohomology and local-global con- 
siderations. In particular, [3] considers the integral representations on H2(X;Z) 
when X is a compact simply-connected 4-manifold. In the following paper, we con- 
tinue [3] by specializing to the case of algebraic curves and surfaces. 
Historically speaking, such investigations for complex projective curves (compact 
Riemann surfaces) go back to the 1893 paper of Hurwitz, in which complex 
representations of cyclic automorphism groups of Riemann surfaces were studied. 
His work was completed by Chevalley and Weil, also using analytic techniques. See 
Weil’s collected works Vol. I, pages 529 and 532-533 for historical details and a 
discussion of these results. Chevalley and Weil’s results were further generalized by 
Tamagawa to the case of curves over fields of positive characteristic with free 
regular automorphism groups. Tamagawa’s result is formulated in terms of 
unramified Galois extensions of the corresponding function fields. This point of 
view has been further developed by number theorists, in particular, Madan and 
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Valentini among others. (See [25] for a historical survey and further developments.) 
Some of the results of the present paper may be considered as modest generaliza- 
tions of the above-mentioned results. Such generalizations are in two directions. 
First, we have determined the integral representations H’(X,Z) for a compact 
Riemann surface with an arbitrary finite automorphism group (Section 4). Since the 
structure of ZG-modules is a complete mystery for almost all finite groups, our 
formulations are in terms of group cohomology in the general case. Secondly, we 
have studied certain representations for suitable non-singular projective surfaces in 
analogy with Chevalley and Weil and Tamagawa’s results. Namely, for free G- 
actions on projective surfaces X where pa(X) =p,(X) (p, = arithmetic genus and 
pp = geometric genus). For curves, p,(X) =p,(X) always. But for surfaces, this is a 
real restriction, and it should be compared with simple-connectivity hypothesis for 
complex projective surfaces. In Section 6, we have determined the kG-module 
H’(X; XX) ( = vector space of regular 2-forms) in analogy with the case of regular 
l-forms for curves. Section 5 makes a preliminary study of the ZG-representation 
N2(X;Z) when Xis compact KChler. The general theme of Sections 3-5 is to relate 
the topology and geometry of the underlying symmetry to the homological proper- 
ties of suitable representations. In Section 2 we have gathered some definitions and 
a brief discussion of some of the homological notions for the convenience of the 
reader. Further preliminary material may be found in [3] or in the references. 
2. Preliminary notions 
In the following sections, we will use the same notation and conventions as in [3]. 
However, we review some of the notation for the convenience of the reader. Let G 
be a finite group, and R be a commutative ring with unit, e.g. R = Z, &, =p-adic 
integers, Epp, or C. The RG-modules are finitely generated and R-free. Finite 
generation may not hold for some of the RG-modules in the chain complexes used 
in Section 6. However, the cohomology and homology groups are all finitely 
generated, and this will be sufficient. Two RG-modules M, and M2 are called 
projectively stably RG-isomorphic, denoted by M, -M2, if there is a commutative 
diagram: 
where P, and P2 are RG-projective, j and TL are the obvious inclusion and projec- 
tion, and g is an isomorphism. If P, and P2 are RG-free, then we call M, and M2 
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stably isomorphic. Stable isomorphism is an equivalence relation. Heller [13] has 
defined loop and suspension operations for RG-modules when the notions ‘projec- 
tive cover’ and ‘injective hull’ make sense. However, projective covers do not exist 
in general, for ZG-modules although they exist for EpGG-modules or &,[G]- 
modules. Here, we can define a stable version of the ‘Heller loop-operator’, which 
we denote by w, on the set of stable equivalence classes of RG-lattices (i.e. R-torsion 
free RG-modules). Namely, o(M) is stably well-defined (by Schanuel’s Lemma 
[24]) from the exact sequence 
0 - o(M) - (RG)@ - M- 0. 
If we use projective RG-modules instead of (RG)a, then o(M) is well-defined up 
to projective stable equivalence. Then we set w’(M)=o(M) and o’+‘(M)= 
a(w’(M)) inductively. For ie Z, this definition has a natural extension, so that 
w’(M) are stably well-defined for all i E Z. 
We will also make use of a construction for RG-modules from cohomology 
classes which is explained in [3]. Our description is a generalization and a stable 
version of the construction used by Carlson [6] in modular representation theory. 
Recall the Tate cohomology A’(G;M), iE Z as in e.g. [7]. Then Hom,(A4,R)%f 
fi’(G, Horn&M, R)) is isomorphic to the group of RG-homomorphisms f: M+ R 
modulo the subgroup of those which factor through an RG-projective. (See [16, 
pp. 74-751 for related discussion.) It turns out that 
A’(G, Hom,(w”(M), R))gfHom(o”(M), R)=g’(G;M*), 
where A4 * = Horn, (M, R) 
with the diagonal RG-module structure. Now, given a cohomology class, 
xeA”(G;M*), we may represent x by an RG-homomorphism p: o”(M)-+ R 
which is well-defined up to factorization through RG-projectives. v, may be assumed 
also surjective. Define L,=Ker(v). Then L, is well-defined up to projective stable 
equivalence. (See [3] for further discussion.) The notation class(p) will be used for 
the cohomology class represented by p. The functor Extk(-, -) is also constructed 
in analogy with Tate cohomology #(G, -) using complete resolutions (see e.g. 
16,711. 
An algebraic generalization of a Poincare duality space is the notion of a chain 
complex with duality. Let C, be a bounded connected chain complex of dimension 
n over a ring R, so that HO(C,)ZR and Ci=O for i<O or i>n (for some n>O). We 
call C, a chain complex with duality of formal dimension m, if there exists a chain 
homotopy equivalence h : C,,_i --f C’ between C, and C*. The cellular chain com- 
plex of a Poincare duality space or a closed oriented smooth manifold are basic 
examples of such complexes with duality. 
In Sections 5 and 6 we will need some basic facts from algebraic geometry. The 
standard reference for the definitions and concepts used in the following are 1121 
and [17, 181. 
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3. Free actions 
In this section we study homology representations of free actions. 
3.1. Theorem. Let X, be a (k - I)-connected bounded RG-free chain complex with 
duality of formal dimension 2k. Then: 
(a) The RG-module H,(X,) is completely determined up to stable equivalence 
by a homology class XE Hzk(G; R). 
(b) Let [: CI_-~~-’ (R) ++ R be a representative for x. Then H,(X.J is stably RG- 
isomorphic to ukLr. 
(c) Let v, : U-~-‘(R) -+ ok(R) be such that class(p) = class(c) =x under the 
isomorphisms 
Then H,(X,) is completely determined (stably) from the short exact sequence 
below : 
o--‘HH,(x)-0 -k-l(R)z~k(~)-~. 
The following corollary has been proved for k = 2 by Hambleton and Kreck [ 111: 
3.2. Corollary. A symmetric expression for Hk(X*) is obtained as follows. Let 
z E Exth(aPk-‘(R), cok”(R)). Then the extension class z is represented by the short 
exact sequence: 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since X, is R-chain homotopic to its R-dual X*= 
Hom,(X,, R), we have H;(X,) =0 for k+ 1 ~i12k- 1. Moreover, without loss of 
generality, we may assume that X,=0 for i22k+ 1 (see e.g. [3, III, Lemma 4.21). 
The connectivity of X, in the above-mentioned dimensions gives rise to the long 
exact sequences below: 
0 + Bk_, - x&, - *** - & - R - 0, 
0-R-X2k-...-Xk+, 
ak+l 
- x, - coker(&+i) - 0. 
We conclude that Bk_l =ok(R) and coker(ak+i) =iKkP1(R). To identify H,(X,), 
we consider the commutative diagram below: 
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0 0 
I I 
0 - R -X2, - ... X,,, - Z, __t 
(D) 
R 
0-R-X,,-~~~X,+,-X,~ coker(++,) - 0 
I ak I VI 8-l = - Bk-l 
I I 
0 0 
The homomorphism j in the above diagram is induced from the inclusion 
i : zk --t xk. Thus we have the short exact sequence: 
O-H/&)-~ -k-‘(R) 5 ok(R) - 0 
of RG-modules, and Hk(x*) is stably determined by the class 
(9) E Hom,(aPk-‘(R), ok(R)). 
Using the isomorphisms 
Homc(o-k-1(R), Wk(R))zHomG(W2k-1(R), R) 
gExt;2k-1(R,R)=H2k(G;R), 
we obtain the class xeHZk(G; R) corresponding to class (p). Let 4’: CI.~~~-~(R) + R 
be a representative for x. Then Ly= Ker(4’) = amk(Ker p), so that &(x*) = cokLc. 
This proves the theorem. 0 
Proof of Corollary 3.2. The homomorphisms j and rc of diagram (D) in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 above give rise to the following short exact sequence: 
a@i 
@I o--k -Hk(X)@Xk~coker(C?k+i)-0. 
Since coker(Jk+i) = W-~-‘(R) and zk = cok”(R) from the exact sequence 
0-Z,-X,-“‘-X,-R-O 
we obtain the desired short exact sequence of the corollary. It remains to determine 
the extension class 
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We apply Homo(coker(~,+,), -) to the exact sequences 
u, 
0-IIH,(X,)+coker(8,+r) - Bk_* - 0 
and 
o-zz,-X, ABk_,-0 
as well as (E). We get the commutative diagram below in which 6’ and S, are the 
connecting homomorphisms of the last two sequences: 
H&iio(coker(&+,), coker(&+,)) 
H~,(coker(ak+,),Bk_l) E 
\ 
> Ex^t&(coker(&+,), Z,) - 
I 
= 
I 
H~~=I&F-r(R),&(R)) . . . . . . ~-l(R),U~+l(R)) 
, 
Since z = 6(identity) and v,,(identity) = class(p) = class(c) =x, and all other isomor- 
phisms are obtained by dimension shifting, it follows that z and x correspond under 
these natural isomorphisms. q 
3.3. Theorem. Let X be a (k - I)-connectedfinite dimensional Poincare’complex of 
formal dimension 2k. Let G act freely on X and let f : X/G + BG be the classifying 
map for the G-covering X 5 X/G. Then: 
(a) The homology class x=f*[X/G] E H,,(BG; Z) = H2k(G; Z) completely deter- 
mines the ZG-module Hk(X;Z) up to UG-stable isomorphism and vice versa. In 
fact, H,(X) is stably isomorphic to okLy where class(c) =x as in Theorem 3.1 
above. 
(b) Each XE Hzk(G; Z) is realized by a free analytic G-action on a compact con- 
nected Riemann surface when k= 1, and by a free smooth G-action on a compact 
simply-connected 4manifold when k = 2. 
Proof. Applying the result of Theorem 3.1 to the free ZG-chain complex C,(X), 
we conclude that the stable ZG-isomorphism class of H,(X) is determined by x= 
class(p) E H&iio(coker(a k+ r), Rk_ r) = Hzk(G; ??). We compute x in terms of the in- 
duced homomorphism f, : ffZk(X/G; Z) -+ ffzk(BG; Z) = H,,(G; Z!) as follows. Let 
E, = C&E,), where Eo + BG is the universal G-covering as usual, and C, = C,(X). 
The RG-chain rnapf# : C, + E, is induced by 7: X -+ Eo. We identify (E*, a:) as a 
free ZG-resolution of Z, Ker a;, = I,Y~~+ l(Z), and coker(ak+ ,) = ak(Z). Consider the 
commutative diagram below induced by f” and the above identifications: 
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0 - o_12k+1(z) 
a' ak+l ?I, 
-E2k--+...Ek+,-Ek- ok(Z) - 0 
I i 
J, f=i 
i i 
St I 
ak+l 
0 - H2,&Q - C,, - .a. Ck+, - ck AQ-0 
The class f,[X/G] E H2k(G; Z) is determined by 
f~ Hom(&k(X/G), &k(BG)) = Hom(Z %(G; Z)). 
The shifting isomorphism, denoted by 
a(~~+‘) : H&i&Q, mkZ) --% H&%&ok+‘(Q), ok”(Z)) 
sends class(A) to class(.&) =f, in the diagram below: 
u(Wk+l) 
He, (Q, okW) p Ho%,(~~+~<Q),u~+~(Z)) 
I 
3 
I 
P 
%(G; z) 
= 
’ HO%,(H2k(X),02k+1(~)) 
Therefore, it suffices to prove that class(l) = class(p). Consider the commutative 
diagrams below in which (I) determines class(p): 
0 
P T 
%1 =I Bk-1 
T T 
(0 
(I) “-~z-~~~j-” 
0 - & - z, ---% z+(x) - 0 
I T 
0 0 
Bk-1 
J/J+-, 
(II) Q - ok(Z) 
n 
I I 
n’ 
ck 
7, 
- Ek 
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O-W~(Z)-E~_,-~~~-E~---+Z-O 
(III) I 
rk-I 
T 
Y# 
T 1 
.& = 
0 - Bkp, - C,_, - ... - C, - Z - 0 
Under the shifting isomorphism o(ok) : Ho%o(& 77) 5 HoGo( ok(Z)) z 
HC%o(Bk_ 1, d(Z)) in diagram (III), class(idz) corresponds to class(rk_ i). Thus 
the isomorphism (rk_ i)* below: 
3 
Ho=dQdLd 
\czk-“*) 
Ho=, (Q, ok@)) 
sends class(q) to class(l), and this is what we wanted. Thus part(a) of the theorem 
is proved. The proof of part (b) is included in [3, III, Proposition 4.4(c)] for the 
case k = 2. For k = 1, the Hurwicz homomorphism @‘(BG) + Hz(BG) = Hz(G;IZ) 
is surjective, hence part (a) implies the desired conclusion. 0 
3.4. Corollary. For every x E H,(G;Z), there exists a free projective G-action on a 
non-singular projective curve/C such that H’(X,,;Z) is ZG-stably isomorphic 
to (Wk[)” where c E Homo(C3(z), Z) represents x under the isomorphism 
HC%io(w-3(Z), Z) EZ?~(G; Z) = H,(G; Z), and X,, is the underlying space with the 
usual topology. 
Proof. According to Theorem 3.3(b) above, there exists a compact Riemann sur- 
faceCandamapf:~-*BGsuchthatf,[~]=xEH,(BG;Z)=H,(G;~). LetXbe 
the G-covering induced by f together with the free G-action on X via covering 
translations. Then H, (X; Z) is stably ZG-isomorphic to u1 (Lo and class(C) = x by 
Theorem 3.1 above. Now G acts on the compact Riemann surface X by complex 
analytic isomorphisms, and H1 (X,, ; Z) is 77G-isomorphic to Hom(H,(X),z)= 
(o’L()* and class([) =x by Theorem 3.1 above. We may assume that the genus 
(z)22, hence genus (X) 22, so that the canonical sheaves yi!= and xx are ample. 
By Serre’s GAGA principle [23], C and xz are algebraic. Thus, X is a complete 
non-singular curve on which G acts by algebraic isomorphisms, .%Cx is an ample G- 
line bundle on X, and rc : X-t Z=X/G is an algebraic morphism for which Y&= 
(n,xx)‘. Since the pluricanonical embedding X-+ IpZ(X, xx@-) is equivariant, 
the G-action on X is projective. 0 
3.5. Examples. (1) If G=Z/pZ, then H,(G;Z)=O= H,(G;Z) =O. Thus, if 
dim,X=2, then for r=(l/p)(g-l), H’(X)SZ@Z@(ZG)~‘, and if dim,X=4 
and rcr (X) = 0, then H’(X) = I@ I@ (ZG)” where Z is the augmentation ideal. Since 
Zz:Z[[], where c is a primitivepth root of unity with the usual ZG-module structure, 
then H2(X;Z)~Z[[]@iZ[[]@(ZG)S. 
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(2) Suppose G has periodic cohomology, so that the p-Sylow subgroups of G are 
cyclic for p= odd and either cyclic or generalized quaternionic for p= 2. Then 
H2(GP; Z) = 0 = H,(G,; Z) for all p-Sylow subgroups GP c G. Therefore, H,(G; Z) = 
O=H,(G;Z), and we have the following conclusions. For dimlRX= 2, H’(X;Z) is 
ZG-isomorphic to o*(Z) 0 O-~(Z) 0 (.ZG)2r. For dimlRX=4, rc,(X) = 0, H*(X; Z)= 
~~(2) @o-‘(Z) @ (ZG)S. 
(3) Suppose G = (Z/p.Z)* then H,(G;Z) = Z/pZ and H,(G; Z) = (Z/pZ)*. There- 
fore, in this case we get non-trivial examples corresponding to the non-zero elements 
of H2k(G; Z). 
At this point, one may raise the point that the procedure in Theorem 3.3(b) to 
produce free G-actions on simply-connected smooth 4-manifolds involved non- 
algebraic arguments. That is, surjection of Q,s”(BG) produces fO: W: --t BG such 
that fe*[ Wt] =XE &(BG) and smooth surgery on the map f0 corrects the fun- 
damental group to give f : W 4 + BG with f, [ W] =x. Then the universal cover of 
W, say X, is the desired smooth simply-connected 4-manifold whose homology ZG- 
module H*(X) realizes the class xeH,(BG). It is not clear if either one of these 
steps can be achieved using complex manifolds. Thus, we pose the following: 
3.6. Problem. Which homology classes XEH,(G ;Z) arise in Theorem 3.3 for 
analytic G-actions on compact complex surfaces X with ni (X) = O? 
4. Group actions on Riemann surfaces 
In this section, we assume that G is a finite group acting effectively on the com- 
pact Riemann surface ,Z via complex analytic isomorphisms. Thus, G preserves the 
orientation and the isotropy subgroups Hi c G are all cyclic. Moreover, for all 
Hj# 1, Zfi consists of at most finitely many points of Z. We delete the trivial 
subgroup (i.e. the principal isotropy subgroup for all effective finite group actions) 
from the list of isotropy subgroups of the action. The orbit space Z’=Z/G is still 
a compact Riemann surface and Z AL” is a ramified finite covering. We may 
choose a triangulation for Z’ such that the ramification points are all included in 
the set of vertices of Z’, and we lift this triangulation to Z, to give _Z an equivariant 
triangulation. Under these circumstances, Z becomes a G-CW complex, and the 
cells of _Z provide permutation bases for the cellular chain complex of Z. This makes 
C,(Z) into a permutation complex. In Section 3, we proved that if G acts freely on 
Z, then the ZIG-module Ni(X; Z) is stably ZG-isomorphic to o’Ly, where 
class({) = XEH,(G; Z) is the image f,[Z/G] l H2(BG; Z) = H2(G; 27) under the 
homomorphism induced by the classifying map f: Z/G + BG. Moreover, every 
element of H,(G;Z) arises by such a free G-action. For instance, if H,(G;Z) =0, 
then Hi(Z) z w*(Z) 0 o-*(Z) 0 (ZG)*‘, where r is determined by counting Z-ranks 
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of both sides of this equation. We proceed to determine the ZG-module structure 
of Hi (2; z) for non-free actions in the same spirit. 
First of all, the following analogue of [3, III, Theorem 5.41 is easily established. 
4.1. Proposition. With the above notation, the following are equivalent: 
(a) H ’ (2; 72’) is ZG-projective. 
(b) For each prime order subgroup C c G, H’ (Z; Z> is ZC-projective. 
(c) For each prime order subgroup Cc G, EC consists of 2 points. 
Furthermore, if H’ (2; Z) is ZG-projective, then p-Sylow subgroups of G are 
cyclic. 
Proof. (a) = (b), and (b) * (c) follows by considering the spectral sequence 
ECxCC+ BC and applying the localization theorem ([14] or [21]). From (c) it 
follows that p-Sylow subgroups of G must have one-dimensional faithful complex 
linear representations, hence they must be cyclic. Thus, maximal p-elementary 
abelian subgroups of G are isomorphic to Z/pZ. Therefore (b) = (a) follows by 
Chouinard’s theorem ([8] or [IS]). (c) j (b) is also possible by reversing the spectral 
sequence argument for (b) j (c). For a more elementary argument, consider _&, = 
X-- {x} where XEJ?‘. Then HI (C,) = H, (Z) and Hz(&) = 0. Therefore, HI (2) is 
the only non-vanishing homology group in the ZG-free chain complex C,(&_EF). 
Hence, it is stably ZC-free, and since C is cyclic, H,(Z) is ZC-free. 0 
The following lemma and the above discussion take care of ICI =prime: 
4.2. Lemma. Let G = Z/pU = (t) where p is a prime. Then .ZG #0 if and only if 
H,(C) = Z[[]” 0 (ZIG)‘, where c is a primitive pth root of unity and Z[[] has the 
usual ZG-module structure .Z[[] =z[G]/(l+ t+ ..a + F’). Here r=2g-(p- 1)~ 
and a= #(ZG)-2. 
Proof. If EG = 0, then H,(Z) E Z2 @ (ZG)“. Therefore, assume that EG #0. 
Let x0 E _EG, and choose a small G-invariant disk D about x0, and let z. = z- 
interior(D). First, observe that X,“#0. Otherwise, we would consider the classify- 
ing map of the regular p-fold cover ,Eo -% zo/G, say f : Co/G + BG, and conclude 
that f 1 &Xo/G=f’:S1 + BG is null-homologous in H, (BG) = Z/pZ g nl (BG), 
hence null-homotopic. But 7t-‘(Uo/G) =aD is connected, so that f’ cannot be 
null-homotopic by covering space theory. Consequently, there exists xi E_J$. Let 
zG = (x0. x1, Y, , . . . , y,}, and consider the permutation chain complex C,(zo), in 
which Co(zo) = Ce(x,) @ Co(Eo, x0) = ?? @ do@,) and co(_Eo) s Z”@ (ZG)‘. Since 
H,(Zo) = 0, it follows that Ker a, = Z, E H, (Zo) @ C,(E,) and 
0-Z,-C,(Eo) ‘t~e(~o)-o 
is exact. Therefore, Zi is stably ZG-isomorphic to la, where I is the augmentation 
ideal of Z[G], which is isomorphic to Z[[] because G =Z/pZ. Hence H, (Z’)r 
H, (Co) = Z[ (1” 0 (ZG)’ as claimed. 0 
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Next, we assume that .EG#O, so that G is necessarily cyclic, but possibly having 
composite order. Unlike the case of G=Z/pkZ when p = prime, in this case 
_EG = one point is possible, as shown by Conner and Floyd [9] (see also [lo]). Thus, 
we consider two cases below. Note that the case G = Z/pkZ is covered by the first 
case below since according to Atiyah and Bott and others .X’#one point. 
4.3. Proposition. Suppose ZG has at least two points, and let {Hi: i = 1, . . . , n} be 
the collection of non-trivial isotropy subgroups considered with repetition according 
to the number of orbits in .ZH1, and excluding two copies of G corresponding to 
the first two points in ZG. Let [i be an IHi I-th root of unity and Z[[i] with the 
usual Z[Hi]-module structure. Then HI (C)Z @y=, (ZG @n, Z[[i]) @ (ZG)‘, where 
1 n IGI 
r=m rankHr(~)-i~I~(lH;I-l) 
Proof. Let x1 E.X’, and consider a small G-invariant disk neighborhood of x1 
(avoiding other fixed points), called II( Let &=Einterior(D(xr)). As before, 
& admits a G-CW structure in which Cr(&,) and C,(&) are ZG-free, and Cc(&) 
is a permutation module. Let x0 E_$ #0 and consider the augmentation Co(2Jo) *
C,(x,) which is ZG-split via the inclusion {x0} cZo. Thus C,(_E,)z Co(~o)@~. 
Consider the following short exact sequences: 
O - C,(Zo) - a 4Vo) - 0, 
0 - B,(Zb) - Al - ff,(Zo) - 0, 
0 - Zl(ZO) - C,(&) - Co(Zo) - 0. 
From these, it follows that B, (_Eo) is ZG-free, and H,(Z) z HI (Zo) is stably isomor- 
phic to Z,(_X,). Since all modules are Z-free and B,(E,) is ZG-free, reflexivity of 
ZG implies that the second exact sequence is ZG-split. Leaving out {x0,x,} CL” 
from the singular set of the action, it is clear that Co(2’o) is stably isomorphic 
to @i Z(G/Hi) where Hi are isotropy subgroups of the fixed points in z1- 
{x0,x1}. Therefore, Z,(zo) is stably ZG-isomorphic to @o’Z(G/Hj). We also 
have o’Z(G/Hi)-ZG@n! co:,(Z)-ZG@n, Z[&], where the last stable isomor- 
phism is due to 0~i(Z)~.[5i] as Z[Hi]-modules, because Hi is cyclic. 0 
4.4. Proposition. Suppose ZG= {x0}. Then G is a cyclic group whose order is 
divisible by at least two distinct primes. Let {Hi: i = 0, 1, . . . , n} be the collection of 
non-trivial isotropy subgroups such that Ho = G and Hi f G. Then H,(Z) is com- 
pletely determined by the permutation module B = @y=, z[G/Hi] and an element 
B(Z) E @YE 1 Z/IHi IZ from the exact sequence: 
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Here, ~1 represents a homology class in 
Ho/;~~~(Z[G]‘O$BOZ[G]~)~ 6 Z/IHilZ 
i=l 
and class(p) = &Z). 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram below, in which Q= coker(&), 
C, = C.&Z), and 
0 
i I = - Bo 
Ri” I a cp 
o-z-c,-c, &Q-O 
o-z-c,-z, LH,(C)-0 
T I 
0 0 
In the sequence 0 --f H, (Z) + Q P, B. -+ 0, QE Z 0 (ZG)’ and B. = B@ (ZG)k, with 
B= @y=‘=, Z[G/H,]. Here, we use the fact that G must be cyclic, hence it has a 
periodic resolution 0 + i7 --f ZG -+ ZG ---f Z -+ 0. Comparing this with the top horizon- 
tal row and applying the Schanuel Lemma [24] we find out that Q is stably 
ZG-isomorphic to Z. Moreover, class(p) = 0(Z) E Ho%o(Q, Be) E HO=,@, B) = 
@YE 1 Z/lHi 127 determines H,(Z) up to stable ZG-isomorphism. 0 
4.5. Corollary. In the aboveproposition, iff3(Z)=O, then H,(Z)ZZ@(@~,~ Z[&])@ 
Z[G]“, where 
1 
r=m rankHr(Z)-l-j~o(lHiI-l) . 1 
Proof. If 0(Z) = 0, then class(p) = 0 and in the sequence 
a, factors through a projective ZG-module P, which without loss of generality we 
may assume to be a free ZG-module. We form the following pull-back diagram (the 
left square) and complete the commutative diagram as indicated below: 
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I 
co’ 
I 
0 - Ker V’ - T *P-O 
I z 
O-H,(Z)- (ZG)‘@ n -B@(ZG)k- 0 
I I 
0 0 
Since P is free, 9’ splits, and this gives a splitting of y/. Therefore, 
P@Ker(p’)= TgZ@((ZG)‘@w’B. 
Identifying the terms P=(ZG)S, Ker#=Ht(Z), and ~J’B-@~,~Z[&], we con- 
clude that H,(Z) is stably ZG-isomorphic to Z @ (ai,,, Z[<i]. Since cancellation 
holds for ZG-modules when G is cyclic [24], the desired formula is obtained. 0 
4.6. Corollary. Suppose R is a commutative ring such that RG is semisimple (e.g. 
a field of characteristic zero, or prime to order of G). Then, in the representation 
ring of RG, we have the following equation: 
[H, (2; RI1 = WI + m WI - i [R OH RGI, 
i=l 
and m is determined by counting the ranks of corresponding free R-modules. 
Proof. The sequence in Proposition 4.4 splits in the representation ring of RG due 
to semisimplicity. 0 
The above corollary for R = C is proved by Broughton [4] using Eichler’s trace 
formula. 
The final possibility is when ZG=O while G does not act freely on _Z. In this 
case, G need not be cyclic, and the formulas are somewhat more complicated: 
4.1. Proposition. Suppose that G acts without fixed-points, but not freely. Let 
(Hi: ie I> be the collection of isotropy subgroups considered with multiplicities 
as before, and let E be the augmentation homomorphism (E(gHi) = 1) and B, = 
Ker(&) in E : @jiEl Z(G/H,) -+ Z. Then, up to stable UG-isomorphism, the 
ZG-module is determined by B,, and a homology class e(Z) E H,(G; B,). Indeed, if 
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P : cF2(B$) --n Z represents 13(z) via the isomorphisms H6%,(o-2(Bz), Z) z 
HI (G; B,), then H1 (2’) z c&‘(Ker p) and H, (2) g w-l ((Ker 9) *). 
Proof. We have an exact sequence 0 +Ima,+C,~Z+OinwhichCoz(ZG)‘@ 
(@ziZ(G/H,)), Hill. Let {ei:lSiSm} and {~j:l<j<l} be the obvious 
generators and basis elements for the two factors in C,. We choose a new basis for 
(ZG)’ factor, by fixing H,# 1, e. E Z(G/H,) its ZG-generator, and setting uj= 
uj- e,. Such an e, exists because the action is not free by assumption. With the 
new basis { Uj: 1 <jl I}, we observe that Im ai is ZG-stably isomorphic to B. in the 
statement of the proposition. Again, from the exact sequence 
0-H’(_Q-Z,(z)*-B,(C)*-0 
as in the preceding cases, we get the following exact sequence, up to ZG-stable 
isomorphism: 
o--H’(Z)-o -‘(B,)-o’(Z)-0. 
From the latter, we have: 
and the classes of v, in H&i30(o.-2(BO), Z) ~fi-~(G, Bo) =H,(G, Bo) is the class @Z’) 
mentioned above. One checks that B, and Q.Z) together determine the stable 
isomorphism class of Hi(Z). 0 
5. Group actions on KPhler surfaces 
In this section, X denotes a simply-connected compact Kahler surface, and we 
assume that G is a finite group acting by complex automorphisms. Unlike general 
smooth manifolds, the Kahler condition imposes strong conditions on the action, 
and consequently on the ZG-representation afforded by H2(X; Z). 
5.1. Proposition. Let G be an arbitrary non-trivial finite group acting on X as 
above. Then H2(X) cannot be LG-projective if G preserves the Kiihler cohom- 
ology class in H2(X). 
Proof. It suffices to show this for G = ZP. Consider the Serre spectral sequence of 
the Bore1 fibration EG xGX-+ BG, H*(G, H*(X)) 3 Hz(X). If G acts freely on X, 
then H2(X)=I@I@ (ZG)“, hence H’(X) is not projective. Suppose XG#O. Let 
t E H2(G)=ZP and let ae H2(X) be given by the Kahler form, so that [aAa] = 
[X] = cohomological orientation class of X. Consider the cup product in the spectral 
sequence, as well as the H *(G)-algebra structure of the E2-term in the following 
commutative diagram: 
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H2(G)@Ho(G,H2(X))@Ho(G,H2(X)) - H*(G) @H’(G, H*(X) @H*(X)) 
H*(G, H*(X)) @ H”(G, H*(X)) H*(G) @ H’(G, H4(X)) 
1 1 
H*(G, H*(X) @ H*(X)) ’ H*(G, H4WN 
Since t. [X] # 0 in H*(G, H4(X)), we have 0 # t. (a/la) = (ta)Aa, hence t. a # 0. 
Therefore (Y E H’(G, H*(X)) =H*(X)’ cannot be H*(G)-torsion. Consequently, 
H*(G,H*(X)) #O, so that H*(X) cannot be G-projective. 0 
5.2. Corollary. Let G = 7&, act on the simply-connected Kahler surface X preser- 
ving the Kahler cohomology class. Then Ci~oBi(XG) 2 3, where pi= ith Betti 
number, and Xc f 0 by hypothesis. 
Proof. Since XG#O, and for degree reasons, the Serre spectral sequence of 
Eo xoX+ BG collapses. (See e.g. [3].) NOW the above proof shows that 
H *(G, H’(X)) # 0 for i = 0,2,4. Therefore, H *(G)-rank of Hz(X) is at least 3. The 
localization theorem ([14] or [21]) implies the desired conclusion. 0 
In the following theorem, conditions are given which guarantee that modulo ZG- 
projective modules, G must act trivially on H*(X). Recall Theorem 4.14 of [3, 
III]. 
5.3. Theorem. Suppose X is a Kahler surface, nl(X) = 0 and G acts smooth but 
not freely, and G = (or)“, SL 1. Assume that for each cyclic subgroup Cc G, 
p>/Io(Xc) and /3, (Xc) = 0. Then the following hold: 
(a) There exists an m >0 such that the ZG-module H,(X) = P’@M where G 
acts trivially on Z” and M is ZG-projective. 
(b) x(XG)=X(XC)=m for each CCG, ICI =p, and rank(G)I2. 
(c) Zf rank(G) > 1, then G acts freely on the set of symplectic 2-forms of X; hence 
G does not preserve any sympiectic structure on X. 
Proof. Since pl(Xc) =0, Xc consists of 2-spheres and isolated points. Moreover, 
H2(X)~ZH’(C)@Z[C]U as ZC-modules, where C acts trivially on Zr(c), and r(C) = 
x(X’)-2. Also, G/C must act trivially on rco(Xc) since P>/~~(X’) by assump- 
tion. Hence G/C must act effectively on each component S*, and each isolated 
fixed point in Xc must be an isolated G-fixed point. If G=C=ZP, then we are 
done. If rank(G)> 1, then G cannot have a free action in the punctured neighbor- 
hood of an isolated fixed point. Since Xc # 0 for some C # 1, G/C must act effec- 
tively on each copy S* cXc. Therefore Xc= (X’)“‘#O. From this (c) follows, 
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since if C preserves some symplectic 2-form of X, then Xc must consist of ex- 
clusively isolated fixed points. (Consider the complex C-representation on the 
tangent space TQX for some QE Xc, and observe that if a symplectic form is 
preserved, then the two eigen-values of any generator of C must be distinct and not 
equal to 1.) In view of the above observation that Xc contains copies of S2, and 
that XC>XG#O for each C# 1, we see that each C, and hence G, acts freely on 
the set of symplectic 2-forms of X. Since each S2CXc contributes one copy of 
so c (XC)G’C, then x(X’)=x(X’). It suffices, therefore, to prove (a). But (a) is 
proved in Theorem 5.6 of [3, III]. 0 
Finally, the actions considered in this section are ‘regular’ in the terminology of 
[3]. Hence, the general theorems of [3] apply to this situation, and the same prin- 
ciples and argument may be used to study the ZG-representations afforded by 
H*(X) for a compact Kahler surface. In particular, the fixed point set of the G- 
action and a suitable group cohomology element completely determine the ZG- 
module H*(X) as in Proposition 4.7 of [3, III]. 
6. Projective surface with irregularity zero 
In this section, we consider non-singular projective surfaces X defined over an 
algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic k. The analogue of simply- 
connectivity for complex surfaces is the condition q(x) =p,(X) -p,(X) = 0 i.e. the 
irregularity is zero. Let sx be the canonical sheaf of X, and let Q*(X) =H’(X;sJ 
be the k-vector space of ‘holomorphic 2-forms’ of X. We compute the kG- 
representation Q*(X) for the free G-actions on X. A suitable cohomology theory 
is Tech cohomology using an open covering %! of X consisting of G-invariant affine 
subsets of X. Such a Tech cohomology group coincides with Grothendieck’s 
coherent cohomology, i.e. H’(%;xJ =Q*(X). On the other hand, by Serre 
duality, 
G2(X) = Homk(H2(X; Ux), k) E Hom,(H2( %; &Jx), k). 
Consider a free G-action on X, and observe that the variety X/G exists [17,18] and 
it is non-singular and projective. Moreover, the morphism f: X-t X/G is an Ctale 
principal covering. Let a0 be a suitable finite covering of X/G by affine open sets, 
and let a= {f -‘( V,): V. E eo}. Then each I/= f -I( Vo) is also affine, and we have 
f -’ 1 v: V+ V, is given by a k-algebra homomorphism p : R + S, i.e., V. = Spec(R), 
V=Spec(S) and “a,=f-’ Iv. 
6.1. Theorem. Let X be (an irreducible) non-singular projective k-surface with 
q(X) = 0. Suppose that G acts freely on X by automorphisms. Then the kG-module 
Q*(X) is stably kG-isomorphic to a&(k). 
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6.2. Remark. Compare this with Corollary 3.2 which describes H2(X;Z) stably 
ZG-isomorphic to an extension of o&Z) and oC3(Z). For k= C, the Hodge 
decomposition yields H2(X, C) = HzO(X; C) @ HoP2(X; C) @Hi, ‘(X, C). Since H2,’ 
and Ho,2 are dual to each other, and Q2(X) rH2,‘(X; C) the above result implies 
that from 
H2(X; C) z Q2(X) 0 Hom(Q2(X), C) @ C[G]’ 
z o;(C) @ Hom(&C), C) @ C[G]’ 
we conclude Hi. ‘(X; C) z C[G]‘. 
6.3. Problem. Compute the ZG-lattices H”‘(X, C) fl H’+j(X; Z). 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Consider the Tech complex C* = C*( %) of kG-modules for 
the coherent sheaf cx in which H”(C*)=k, H’(C*) =H’(%; @x)zH’(X; Ux) 
since q(X) =p,(X) -p,(X) = dim,H’(X; Ux) and q(X) = 0 by assumption. More- 
over, H’(C*)=H’(@; @“)=HHi(X;@x)=O for i>2, and C’=O for i sufficiently 
large, since *is a finite cover. In the case of a complex analytic manifold, we could 
use the analytic topology, and choose 4Yo sufficiently refined until f -'( Vo) E G x V. 
is a free orbit of V. up to G-isomorphism. This would imply that the Tech complex 
C* is a free G-complex. In the general case at hand, we have used Zariski open sets, 
and we need to resort to a somewhat different argument. Consider 9: R + S such 
that 5~ : Spec S + Spec R is the given Ctale covering f. =f 1 v: V+ V,, V=f-'( V,). 
Then I/x ,+, I/ admits a section, so that Vx,,zGx V as Vo-schemes with free 
G-actions. Therefore, S@, S is a free k[G]-module. Consider the kG-isomor- 
phisms: 
which shows that S@, S is also kG-free. This implies, in particular, that S is kG- 
projective. Hence Co(%) is a projective kG-module. A similar argument applies to 
show that Ci(%) is kc-projective. Consider the dual chain complex C,= 
Hom,(C*,k) of kG-projective modules, in which Ho(&) E k and H2(C.J = 
Homk(Q2(X),k) are the only non-vanishing homology groups. It follows that 
B2=Im82cC2 is projective over kG, since 0--tC,--tC,_1~...~C3-‘B2~0 is 
exact for some sufficiently large n. Moreover, Z2= Ker a2=:&(k) in view of the 
exact sequence: 
o-zz,-cc, AC, -Co-k-O. 
The exact sequence O+ B2+ Z2+H2(C,) +O splits, since kG is injective. 
Therefore, H2(CJ - Z2 = c&(k) is a stable kG-isomorphism. Hence Q2(X) = 
H2(C*) = Hom,(oL(k), k) = oC3(k) as claimed. 0 
Note added in proof. Since the appearance of the first version of this paper, several 
related works are brought to my attention. I would like to thank C. Schoen for 
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discussions on his interesting results in this direction and for sending me his 
manuscript [22]. I am also grateful to G. Ellencwejg and T. Kohno who brought 
to my attention the related works of S. Nakajima [19,20] which go deeper in the 
number-theoretic direction and seem to have a slight overlap with some of our 
results. 
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